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Global Warming "Expert" Al Gore Is Interviewed BY National Geographic

The July - August 2006 National Geographic Front Page Headline "Global Warming Your
Vacation May Never Be The Same" and an interview by NG Traveker editor-in-chief Keith
Bellows with Al Gore who is called a "global warming expert" according to NG.
You can find Al Gore's background here
http://www.freerepublic.com/forum/a39b3044f74b3.htm. He graduated from Harvard in
"Government", after switching from an early major in English in which he floundered. He was
only required to take one science course. He took a natural sciences survey course and got a
grade of "D" which at Harvard according to this article (link above) in a gentleman's "F".
"Mr. global warming's foundation in scientific training was apparently just enough to render him gullable to
the latest psuedo-scientific rationalization for government control and restrictions on individual freedom and
human achievement which are always appealing to those whose inner reality is such that they know that
they could not compete or measure up if they had to make it in life on their own merit and effort, such as Mr.
Gore."

His thesis was on the influence of television on national politcs. During college, he worked
one summer for the New York Times newspaper as a "office boy". He started his career as a
reporter in Nashville, second shift night job. You will discover more about Mr. Gore's not so
expert qualifications in this Free Republic article link above.
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